
| Lesson 5

Principles of Smart Relationships

his lesson provides practical guidance for making relationship decisions. Thefirst

Te. introduces seven principles for smart relationships. There are smart ways and

not-so-smart waysto go aboutrelationships. Activities will provide practice in applying

these insights to real-world relationships. The workbook application allowsparticipants

to use the seven principles to examinetheir past and presentrelationships.

The last part of the lesson helps develop realistic concept of love based on Robert

Sternberg’s model. Participants will apply these insights in a group activity, Love Adviser.

e To analyze smart and not-so-smartrelationship attitudes, behaviors, and choices

+ To apply the seven principles to assess relationship decisions

+ To developa realistic concept of love

   
  

Lesson at a Glance

| 5.1 Smart or Not-So-Smart? (10 minutes)

| Activity: Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down!

5.2 Seven Principles of Smart Relationships (20 minutes)

Activity: Identify that Principle

5.3 Seven Questions to Ask (5 minutes)

| Activities: Workbook, What Makes a Great Relationship? Seven Questions to Ask;

Compatibility Checklist (optional)

Trusted Adult Connection
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| 54 Three Sides of Love (15 minutes)

| Activity: Love Adviser; Music: Love Songs

Materials Checklist

 

| Resources:

5a. Seven Principles of Smart Relationships handout for Trusted Adult Connection activity

(pg. 102) (Duplicate, one per person.)

| 5b. Smart/Not-So-Smart Instructor Key (pgs. 103-104)

| 5c. Compatibility Checklist worksheet (pg. 105) (Optional: duplicate, one per person.)

5d. Smart/Not-So-Smart activity cards (classset): (Locate colored activity cards in back

of manual.) Cut. Duplicate master can be downloaded at Dibblelnstitute.org/ LN4.

Materials:

* Lesson 5 PowerPoint slideshow and all duplicate masters for activity cards are

digital downloads that come with the curriculum. Easy-to-follow directions are

| found at Dibblelnstitute.org / LN4.

Workbook Applications:

e What Makes a Great Relationship? Seven Questions to Ask (pgs. 14-16)

e Real Love—Keeping it Strong (pgs. 17-18)

AL
Y Review the Smart/Not-So-Smart colored activity cards (Resource 5d) located in back

| of the manual. Cut. Feel free to modify, add new onesor delete scenarios as needed.

  
Be sure to use at least two or three scenarios for each principle (see Smart/Not-So-

Smart Instructor Key, Resource 5b, pgs. 103-104 ) if not all. Please note: These cards

| have been written by diverse youth in everyday language. Most are gender neutral.

| Someare clearly heterosexual and some clearly same-sex. Hetero- and same-sex

youth tend to call partners “boyfriend”or “girlfriend.” Choose or removethe cards

based on what youthinkis best for your participants. Considersoliciting more

scenarios as extra credit from your youth to add to yourstack. /
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Y Read the lesson and preview Power Pointslides to gain familiarity with the seven

principles. Review the Smart/Not-So-Smart Instructor Key (Resource 5b, pgs. 103- |

104) to identify the principles linked to each card. Note, however, that the scenarios |

described on the cards can apply to more than one principle. The objective of the

activity is not to precisely pinpoint a principle (some can apply to more than one),

but to offer participants a way to deepentheir understanding ofall seven principles |

for healthy relationships through the scenarios. |

Y Review the workbook application, What Makes a Great Relationship? Seven Questions |

to Ask (pgs. 14-16). Decide if you will have participants answer workbook

questions after presenting each principle in Section 5.2, or as directed in Section 5.3.

Y Duplicate Seven Principles of Smart Relationships (Resource 5a, pg. 102) handoutfor

| Trusted Adult Connection (TAC) activity.

Y Duplicate the Compatibility Checklist (Resource 5c, pg. 105, one per person) optional

take-homeresource. |

Y Carefully review the three-sided model of love in Section 5.4 and the workbook

application used for the group activity on pgs. 17 to 18, Real Love— Keeping It Strong

and Love Adviser.

Y Arrange for one or two volunteers to play their chosen love song and share which

lines say the most to them to conclude the lesson. Consider playing one of your

favorite love songs, too. Set up a schedule for student volunteers to bring in their |

song—perhapsone a session—tolisten to.
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» Resource 5d: Smart/Not-So-Smart

activity cards

 

SECTION5.1

Smart or

Not-So-Smart?

10 minutes

 

(PP) This section uses a fun andlively activity to examine smart and

not-so-smartrelationships, attitudes, behaviors, and choices. Smart/

 

Not-So-Smart activity cards are used during a quiz for the group to Lesson 5
Principles of Smart Relationships  determineif the relationship scenario is smart or not-so-smart.

 

Note: These cards have been written by diverse youth in everyday language. Mostare

gender-neutral. Someare clearly heterosexual and some same-sex. Hetero and same-sex

youth tend to call partners “boyfriend”or “girlfriend.” Point this out to youth. Choose or

removeas needed, but be sure to cover each principle. Consider soliciting more scenarios

as extra credit to add to yourstack for the future to keep it real and fresh! 
Activity: Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down!

 

Introducetheactivity:

| «e Today we're going to explore somebasic principles ofsmart relationships. Yes, there are

smart and not-so-smartrelationships.

0
,%* These principles can help you know what to pay attention to; what tofind out about someone.

+

%* Before we get into those principles, let's play a game andsee ifwe can all agree on whatis+

smart and not-so-smart when it comes to relationships.

relationship situation. It might be a behavior, a decision, an attitude, or just the wayitis.  |
|

Hold up the colored activity cards (Resource 5d) and announcethat each card containsa |

| Give instructions:

|
| + lam going to give each ofyou a card. Stand up, one by one, and read your card out loud so

everyone can hear. /
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Smart or Not-So-Smart?*%* The entire group will vote with either a thumbs up, meaning it's

smart, or a thumbs down, meaning it's not-so-smart. Everyone

votes. If there’s disagreement, we'll discuss. (PP)

Note:If people disagree, discuss. This activity is an opportunity

to open up a very real discussion to deepen awarenessof healthy

 

and unhealthyrelationships.It’s typically fun and lively with

laughter and comments. Add reinforcing comments and wisdom as needed.If you

know there are literacy issues, state that anyone can opt to have a person next to them

read their card out loud. Alternately, the instructor can simply read the cards.

_ Ask everyoneto hold onto his or her card for the next activity.
 

« Resource 5b: Smart/Not-So-Smart

Instructor Key (pgs. 103-104)
SECTION5.2 ee

Seven Principles of a
Smart Relationships

Instruct: |

+ Now Lam going to present the seven principles ofsmart relationships.

« These principles are based on research about what we know makes a good relationship. These

| principles can guide your current orfuture relationship decisions.

%* After I present each principle, I will pause so you can determineif the card you are holding

represents that principle. It can be a smart or a not-so-smart example.

%*  Ifyou think it matches, raise your hand and then read your card.

** Instructor note: Just have one or two volunteers read their card after you describe

each principle. If the scenario they read actually fits much better for another

principle, simply say, “Yes, but it may also apply even moreto oneof the other principles.

Let’s see.” Then, continue on.
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*% The Smart/Not-So-Smart Instructor Key (Resource 5b, pgs. 103-104) is a handy resource.

“ e Li “ a

Activity: Identify that Principle

Principle 41: Seek a Good Match—Someone with Common 7 Principles for Smart Relationships

Interests (PP) 1. Seek a good match.

2. Pay attention to values.

3. Don't try to change à person into someone else.

UV . . . . y urself ju ne's love o.

%* Research shows that happiest couples often have things in common. |" mean"0eme
, 5. Expect good communication; willingness to workatit.

They share someinterests (notall, of course). A good match 6. Don't play games,be phony, pressure,or use someone.
. vn . 7. Expect respect. Have standards for how you will be

means they like someof the same activities, theyfind each other wrested.  

 

interesting, have fun, and enjoy doing things together.

%* However, it is also true that people are drawn together by their differences, not only because

of their similarities. Differences can add to the chemistry between two people.

** Ifyou are choosing smart, you will spend the first weeks and monthsofa new relationship

finding out how compatible you are.

** Some questions to ask yourself: Do you havefun? Do youfeel appreciated and admired

for the ways in which you are differentfrom each other? Do your differences complement

and balance each other? Do you have similar levels ofenergy and are you matched in

intelligence? How similar in age? Ambitions and goals?

Pause: Ask who hasa card representing this principle about compatibility. Please readit. 
Instructor note: You can either have participants answer the corresponding question

for each principle in the workbook (pgs. 14-15) as you pause after each principle is

presented or complete after you've presented all seven.

Principle #2: Pay Attention to Values (PP)

+ Relationships are likely to be troubled ifpartners’ basic values are out of sync. Your core

values are a big part ofwho you are. If a partner disrespects your values, he or sheis

| disrespecting you.  | %* Taking the time to think about your own deepest values and beliefs is important. Thentalk

together about them. |
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*e* How similar are your core values andbeliefs about ethics, honesty, sense of right and

wrong, family, or religion? Do you see eye to eye on issues of drugs, sexual boundaries, and

alcohol/drugs? Does your partner share your values?

LS Ifyour values are not in sync, this does not bode well for a healthy relationship.

Pause: Ask whohasa card representing this principle about values.

Principle #3: Don’t Try to Change a Person into Someone HeorSheIs Not(PP)

+ Do you genuinely like this person the way they really are?

** Sometimes a personis in love with their idea ofwhat they would like a partner orfriend to

be—notthe actual person heor she really is.

SI . . .
%* Sometimes a person believes he or she can change, fix, or save a partner.

+

%* Sometime a person may be blind to who the other person really is because they are desperate |

for a relationship. |

+ Don'tfool yourselfinto thinking you can do a make-over on another person. A relationship or

friendship in which one personis trying to changethe other into someone he or she is not is doomed.

+ Ofcourse, it is great to support and encourage someoneto make positive changes, especially ifhe

or she is going down a bad path. But they must want to make the change andtake responsibility.

Pause: Ask whohasa card representing this principle.

Principle #4: Don’t Change Yourself to Get or Keep Someone’s Love (PP)

% Be true to yourself. Don't try to be whatever you think a partnerorfriend wants. Don’t

pretend yourlikes, dislikes, and values are something other than whatthey really are. You

cannot maintaina satisfying relationship orfriendship ifyou are not true to yourself.

+ Bethe real you and lookfor people who appreciate you for the person you are. Ifyou find

you have to alter yourselfconsiderably to fit in with a partner or friend, you have discovered |

a danger sign.

+ Remember, however, nobody is perfect. We all haveflaws and can improve.
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Pause: Ask whohasa card representing this principle.

Principle #5: Expect Good Communication (PP)

+ Ifyou find you have differencesor conflicts in a relationship, talk about these issues. Don’t |

avoid them. Do not remain quiet, thinking it will get better. How you communicate and |

deal with conflicts now says a lot about thefuture success and satisfaction you will enjoy in

| a relationship with someone. |

| %* However, you do not have to make a federal case out ofevery difference. You will have

differences. You won't always see eye to eye. Talking these differences out can be useful and |

productive. Different points of view add spice and variety to life. Having differences might |

expand the way you see things.

%* Remember, conflict is inevitable in any closerelationship. Everyfamily member, friend and

couple has disagreements. But the difference between happy and unhappyrelationshipsis

how you disagree. |

| *% Some people hit below the belt when theyfight. But everyone can learn to fight fairly and

not undermine someone. 
* Many peoplesilently steam for a long time. Then they explode or unload their complaints

all at once. It is better to deal with differences and conflicts as they comealong.

+ Ask yourself ifyou can talk openly and honestly and handle disagreements respectfully.

Most important, how does this person handle strong emotions such as anger? How do you

handle anger? Are there nasty put-downs and thesilent treatment?

%* The good news on communication is that people can learn skills to help. You'll be learning

these skills later in this program.

Pause: Ask whohasa card representing this principle about communication. 
Principle #6: Don’t Play Games, Pressure, or Use Someone (PP)

| + Just as it says, don’t play games, be phony, puton afront, or pressure someone. Ifyou are

lookingforfriends or relationships to go the distance, they must be genuine, real, and notfake.
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%* Don’t manipulate or use someone to get what you want. Never pressure someone to have+

| sex. Pressuring someone to do something they do not wantto dois just plain wrong.

+

%* In goodrelationships, both people want to be there and want to support each other and

| respect each other's values.

| Pause: Ask who hasa card representing this principle about playing games and

| pressuring.

Principle #7: Expect Respect—Have Standards (PP) |

+ Have a high standardfor how you wantto be talked to and treated. Don’t ever make excuses

or dismiss bad behavior; rather, confrontit. Always ask yourself if this is how you want

yourlittle sister, brother, or cousin to betreated. |

% To have standards means you also mustbe willing to walk awayfrom a relationship that |

violates your dignity. You deserverespectand to betreated well.

*e* Youdeserve to have your standards and boundaries on thingslike sex, alcohol, or drugs respected.

%* Research shows that those who refuse to tolerate bad behaviorfrom the start tend to have

more successful relationships. Anyonecan raise his or her standardsofwhat heor she

expects, no matter what they accepted in the past. And, any person who has behaved poorly

can decide to step up and changetheir behavior. |

Pause: Ask who hasa card representing this principle about respect and having standards.

Special Note: On Principle #3, point out it is good to encourage a person you care about

to make positive change.In fact, most people who have beenin trouble or who have

gone downa bad path say a big factorin their change was another person who cared

enough to encourage them to change. However,it is useful to underscore the old saying, |

“You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make the horse drink.” The person must want to

change and do the work. Also point out that too many females have stayed in abusive

relationships believing they were the only one whoreally understoodtheir partner. This

is dangerousfor her and for her child (if she is a parent).
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   A SpecialWord to Young Parents

«e Ifyou are a parent, it is especially important to have tools to examine yourrelationships.

| The quality and stability ofyour relationship will affect not just you, but also your child.

+ These seven principles you are learning today can provide a guide to help you know what

areas need work to make the relationship all it can be. These principles may also help a

person know what to lookfor whenforming a new relationship.
 

 

bis Resource 5a: Seven Principles ofSmart

| Relationships (pg. 102)
« Resource 5c: Compatibility Checklist,
optional take-home(pg. 105)

SECTION 5.3 ¢ Workbook: What Makes a Great

Relationship? Seven Questions to Ask

Seven Questions to Ask +")
5 minutes

(PP) Ask the group to turn to What Makes a Great — HET
ia _

Relationship? Seven Questions to Ask in the workbook (pgs. 14-16). What Makes a Great Relationship?

Announce this questionnaire is based on the seven principles and Seven Questions to Ask

is valuable whether they are in a relationship or notat this time.

This can be done in conjunction with the presentation above or

now.If you are short on time, they can start it in session and do  

 

| the rest as homework. Offer these instructions:

| Ifyou are in a relationship right now, use the questions as a way to examinetherelationship.

e The answers to these seven questions may help you identify whatone or both ofyou

need to work on and improveifyou are going to have a positive future.

|
| e In addition, ifyou are having doubts about your relationship, your answers may help

you know if the relationship is worth tt or not.

| + These questionsare also useful for examining a past relationship. They may really help you

understand why it did not work. }
\
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o, . . . . .
%e* You can also examine a relationship ofsomeone you know well or a closefriendship ofyours.

+ You can use these principles to guide you in the future. These principles can help you know

| what to lookfor andfind out when youare attracted to someone orstarting a relationship.

  
Trusted Adult Connection  
(PP) Pass out the Seven Principles of Smart Relationships handout (Resource5a, pg. 102).

Have them asktheir trusted adult which principles they think are most important and

why. Then have them ask their trusted adult if there is a principle that would have been

especially useful for them to have known whenthey were a teenager and to explain why.

 

Optional: Compatibility Checklist   
(PP) Distribute the Compatibility Checklist (Resource 5c, pg. 105) and How Compatible Are We?

announcethis list can help people explore compatibility. Suggest

they dothis as a self-quiz on their own. Ask them to think about

the question on the bottom of the sheet and how incompatibility on

some of these areas might cause problemsin a relationship.
 

 

» Workbook: Real Love—Keeping It Strong

(pgs. 17-18)

SECTION 5.4 15 minutes

- Three Sides of LoveO

This section aims to help participants construct a more realistic conceptof love. A brief

presentation adapted from Robert Sternberg's three-sided model of love is followed by |

a group workbook exercise that asks them to becomea love adviser to a young couple. |
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|

Introduce the topic with these questions:

% How would you define love? Does everyone mean the same thing when they use that word?

+ Ir easy to say “I love you.” But what doesit really mean?

 

(PP) Announcethat they will consider a modelthat represents a
Three

fuller and more realistic concept of love.’ f° Sides of
po Love

State that some psychologists who write about and study

love, like Robert Sternberg, describe real love as having three

 

dimensions; no one idea encompassesall sides of love.’

Draw onesideof a triangle on board orflip chart. Bold oneside of triangle with a

markerand label it “Chemistry.”

+ Chemistry is the attraction. You meet someone and a spark

is struck. It’s those exciting and wonderful feelings that

draw two people together and create a desire for physical

affection. Shake theglitter bottle used in Lesson 4.

%* Chemistry is important. It’s part of love. But real love is

 

 

| much more than chemistry.  “While chemistry may get love going, real love needs more.

Next, bold another side of the triangle with a different 
| color marker and label it “Friendship.”  2.| oa |
| e %* True love requires friendship. And building a friendship |

E takes time. |

SS .
%* You travel down a road ofmutual discovery as you

learn about each other’s interests, character, maturity, 

backgrounds, and aspirations.

Sa
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%* It takes seeing and experiencing each other in many different settings —not just alone with you. |

%* You enjoy being together and communicating.

%* Friendship is about getting to really know each other deeply; appreciating each other's

| qualities, even as you discover you both have flaws. |

|
* Truefriendship is being able to share thoughts and feelings freely and honestly. You can talk

about anything. You enjoy being together. You havefun together.

%* Only through building this friendship can you discoverif the other person is worthy of yourlove.y 8 8 p y P yory

%* Without a deep friendship, the connection is just surface-level.

Finally, bold the last side of the triangle with a

different color marker and label it “Trust and

Commitment.”

+

| %* This part of love means you are able to truly trust someone

| with knowing everything about you. True love deepens as

you come to know each other more and more and you judge

Trust & Commitment that the other is worthy ofyour love and returns yourlove.

% Loveis a decision—a decision to commit, to be therefor each other, today, tomorrow, and in

thefuture.

9
,

%* Commitment meansto befaithful. It means caring about a partner's wellbeing and needs.

+%* It’s about healthy and mutual giving.It’s aboutencouraging and supporting each other,

| wanting the bestfor each other.  
Concludethe presentation with these points:

** Would you agree that chemistry is how it begins, followed by friendship, and then in some

cases, by trust and commitment? Listen to responses before adding: |

e That is often the way it happens; but sometimes people becomefriends first, and then at

some point the spark, the switch, occurs.
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*% Here's another question: Do you think chemistry is boundto fade as friendship and

commitment develop? Are those wonderful feelings of chemistry just destined to fade in a

serious relationship or marriage over time? Listen to responses before adding:

+ The answer is yes, that can happen; but it doesn't need to. One of the secrets to happy,

long-term relationshipsis to be intentional and not go on “cruise control” with a

partner.

e Just like the coals ofa fire mustbe stroked to keep it burning, so does the chemistry side

of love. (Shake the glitter bottle to demonstrate.)

Point out some important things we know aboutlove and howto keepit alive:

1. Sometimesill-fated relationships are built on an imbalanced triangle. One side is

| missing or weakfrom the very start. Here’s an example of one: (PP)

+* Tomas and Maria met when they were 19 andfell in love. They couldn't bear to be apart.

Within three months, they moved in together. A year later, they discovered they were not

really compatible. They have different values andpriorities in life. They don’t communicate 
well. In fact, they argue all the time. They havefew commoninterests. It is not the

relationship either of them imagined. Nevertheless, they have become dependent upon

one another, especially financially. Even though they both have serious doubts about the

relationship, they stay together becauseit is just not that easy to up and leave. And now

Maria worries she is pregnant.

response. They certainly had chemistry and they jumped right in to commitment. But

| %* Ask: Whatside of the love triangle was this couple missingfrom the start? Pause for their
|
|
| did they really have a friendship? Did they have much deep knowledge ofeach other?

|
2. In any successful marriage or serious, mature relationship, all three sides must be  nurtured. Butit is awfully easy to neglect one or more sides. (PP)

+ For example, as time goes by, a couple may stop connecting and talkingto each other as |

friends. All of their talk tends to be about work, chores, money, or kids. They can lose touch

with each other’s inner lives— their thoughts, feelings, and experiences. /
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« They may stop making timefor romance. They might get lazy and stop planningfun dates

and there is less physical affection.

%* They might becomeselfish and only think about their own needs. Or, they might cheat on

their partner.

%* The challenge of love is to pay attention to all three sides.

Point out that couples in smartrelationships or marriages, with a realistic concept of 
| love, will strive to cultivate each side. They won’t forget to be physically affectionate

ona regular basis. They won't forget to talk as friends, stay current with the details and

emotionsof each other’s lives, go on dates, and have fun. They will be faithful to each

other and engagein healthy giving to each other. Keeping love alive takes intentional

efforts. (Shakethe glitter bottle.)

   Activity: Love Adviser
| Bralnstorm ideas to keep love

(PP) Ask participants to form small groups and open up to alive onall three sides.

|
|

Workbook p. 17-18

 

 

workbookapplication, Real Love—Keeping it Strong (pgs. 17-18).

   aloud the four short paragraphs and directions under Love Adviser
 

|

Read the text and turn to the next page titled Love Adviser. Read

about the young couple seeking advice.
  

 

State that their job is to brainstorm list of ideas for what this couple can do to keep

each of the three sides of love strong. Instruct them to pool their ideas and jot them

down in the workbook according to chemistry, friendship, and commitment. Allow the

groups about four to five minutes. When they are done, processthe activity by asking

each group what they came up with for each side. |

Conclude by emphasizing that when couplestend to all three sides of love,it helps keep

their relationships healthy, happy, and satisfying. Point out that relationships don’tjust

| stay good by magic or luck. Love takes intentional effort to stay alive.
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Note: Alternately, this can be assigned as homework; but do make time for them to

share their ideas.

  
Love Songs   

(PP) In Lesson 4, we asked you tofind a song that expresses real love

and identify the lines that said the most to you about whatrealloveis.

Let’s play oneof those songs.

Instructor’s note: You should be able to access the songs on

 

YouTubeif you haveinternet. Find the clean version,if possible.

If you have a speakerjack, you can just play off the teen’s phone.

After playing, ask the volunteer to say whichrefrain or line says the most. Invite the

class to add. Depending on how manysongsyou play, you do not need to play the

entire song to get the main message.
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1 Adapted and used with permission by

Les and Leslie Parrott, Relationships.

1998. (Zondervan: Grand Rapids, MI)

2 The model presented here draws on

Robert Sternberg’s three-sided triangle

of love. Sternberg labels them passion,

intimacy, and commitment. This

presentation, adapted for youth, uses

the words chemistry, friendship, and

trust/commitment.

> Sternberg is a psychologist who
has written extensively aboutlove.

Sternberg, R.J. (1986) “A Triangular

Theory of Love,” Psychological Review,

93, 119-135; and Sternberg, R.J. (1998).

Cupid's Arrow: The Course of Love

Through Time. Cambridge University

Press: New York.   
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Seven Principles of Smart Relationships

1. Seek a good match. Look for commoninterests: Do you have somesimilar interests? What

activities do you enjoy together? Do you havesimilar attitudes aboutlife, priorities, and future

goals? Do you enjoy talking together? Do youfind each otherinteresting? Are you roughly

matched in energy levels? Do your differences work together?

2. Pay attention to values: Are the values and beliefs you hold most dearly shared or respected

by your partner? Considerreligious, spiritual, political, and moral values. Do you see eye to eye

on your sexual values, family values, childrearing? What about alcohol, drugs?

3. Don’t try to change a person into someoneheorsheisnot: If you go into a relationship

thinking you can changethe personinto the type of person you desire, you will be

disappointed. Do notbe so desperate to be in a relationship that you fool yourself about who

this personreally is. Support others in making positive changes, but do not think you can doit

for them. Ask yourself if you genuinely like his or her personality and character.

4. Don't change yourself just to get or keep someone's love: Be true to yourself. Don't try to

pretend or become what you think the other person wants. Be the real you and look for people

who appreciate you. Remember, nobody is perfect. Recognize and build upon your strengths.

Work to make the changes that you have identified.

5. Expect good communication and do notrun from conflict: Explore your differences and pay

attention to how youboth deal with conflicts. Evaluate how well you communicate and handle

anger. Are you both willing to learn and improve communication skills if necessary? How you

communicate and handle conflicts says a lot about your future happinessin this relationship.

6. Don’t play games, pressure, or use someone: Do not manipulate, pressure, or use a power

advantage to get someone to do something. A worthy and equal relationship is not one based on

games, pretenses, manipulations, or pressure. If someone pressures youfor sex, it’s not a sign of

respect or a healthy relationship.

7. Expect respect—havestandards: Havea standard for how you will be spokento andtreated.

Expect respect. Do nottolerate disrespectful or abusive behavior! Norelationship is better than

a destructive relationship where you are forced to compromise your dignity. Remember, it not

only hurts you, butit can hurt your child (now ora futurechild).

Trusted Adult: Discuss which onesyou feel are most important. Identify one principle from the

list that would have been useful to you when you were a teenager. Explain.
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| Principle 1: Seek a Good Match—Someone with CommonInterests

 

We are working hard on our high school equivalencies and both of us plan to
continue at the community college. With work and the baby, we don’t have much free
time. Luckily,my sister watches the baby on Sunday nights so we can play volleyball,
something weboth like.

I'm happy with ourlevel ofphysical intimacy and not ready to go any further. My
partner keeps pressuring meandtells me Pm just wierd. Maybe [ shouldjust get over
it and have sex.

. . . . Myboyfriendstays up late playing video games and misses schoola lot. I cover for
We both look on the brightside of life and try to see the goodin people. him and do someofhis assignments. I kept thinking I could change him,but it’s over. |

He's got to want ta and do the work himself.

Tam active and on the go. I've got drive to better myself. I like to try new things and my
partner never seems to want to do anything. But, my partner is hot and I like being seen
together.

Pm politically active, but my partner is not political whatsoever. I could never have a
relationship with sameone who wasn't involved. Pll change him. |

E E CA E E » ; Hi d = 5 z 5 E = á e
r 5 a g = E 5 5I like being outdoors andactive. I like fishing, hiking and camping. My partneralso

| likes the outdoors. We enjoy introducing each other ta new things. i  a : ÓN : : . I want mynew girlfriend to get intimate. She says she wants to paceit slowly: I keep telling
We're committed to social justice and change and are both involved in community ; 7 ¿re lesbi : :

| projects. We admirethat in each other—it's part of our attraction to each other. beroverand over its no big deal, were les - Its not like we can get pregnant. Whats : |

Attention to Values inci Don't Change Yourself to Get or Keep SomeoneLove  

She has lied too manytimes. 1 carTt trust her not to cheat. I value faithfulness. I've had Ibroke up with her.It just neverfelt right. I always had to pretend I was someone I'm
it. Either she changes her ways or I'm ending it not. I am not going to change who 1 am just to keep her attention. |

| 1 |

Myreligious beliefs are very important to me. My partnerisn’tvery religious and I don't have ta be perfect. Sure, there are things that I want to improve about myself. |
mocks my beliefs. But basically, ] want a person who loves mefor wheI really am. !

I value responsibility, but my partner seemsto live from moment to moment without When my partnergets angry and explodes, 1 always ask myself, “Whatdid I do |
thinking about how their actions hurt and affect others. wrong? What can I change about myself?” I keep trying to make things right for him. |

T really love him. ; |

I dont do drugs or drink—Tve seen it mess up too many people in my family. My ‘There are things | want to improve about myself, but | know my partner loves me for
* partner respectsmyvalues on this. Even though there arelots ofopportunities, we | who I am. My partner supports me in making positive changes,like going to class so 1

support each other in avoiding it. : graduate.

 

[know hei like meto hangout with his friends, butI just don't feel comfortable.I |
have to pretend I'm someoneI’m not when I'm around them.it doesn't feelright. I |
don't think this relationship is going to work.

I want to ga to a parenting workshop. 1 really want to do better than my parents, My
partner says it's bull and I'm wasting mytime.
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Its impossible not to have disagreements and arguments with someoneyou love.
| ‘That's life. What's important is how you handle them and controlling your temper.

We disagree about practically everything, but I think with time and love, everything
will be all right. I just try to change the subject and avoid certain topics.

' Hes always right and l'm always wrong. I think its just better to keep my mouth shut,
: especially when he starts shauting and raising his fist. If 1 don't say anything, it will
* blow over. 1 just hope things will get better with time. ‘ 
My boyfriend usedto do all the talking, interrupting me and making me feellittle.

: Itold him it wasn't okay and we needed to work on communication. I want a good
1 : relationship,like my uncle and his partner Eric.

 

Principle 6: Don’t Play Games, Pressure, or Use Someone

' [know I can make my boyfriend jealous and I know I'm better than that ho he's been
¿hanging with. If she thinks she can get my man, she’s got another thing coming.I'll
whoop both their asses!

Mypartner keeps pressuring me to move in. I'm notdoing that until Pm older andPm
with someone and we both want to commit to a future together. Whywaste time with
someone who is not on the same page with me?

 

i : He makes good money and buys me things, but I don't love him andI carvt even stand
being intimate. I pretend because | like the things he gives me.

Hekeepssaying, “I want you to have my baby” Hey, I’ve got my hands full with my
14-month-old. Ifhe doesnt stop the pressure, it's over.

My partner...she's okay for now. I know she’s got much stronger feelings than me. I'll
: stay with her until 1 find someonebetter.

}\

‘\
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i

Ihave a baby: The father and I have no real connection, and besides, I've comeout. i

Mygirlfriendis pressuring me to get sexually involved. [ need timeto sort out my :
life—so much has happened. I madeit clear that Tm not ready to take it to thatlevel.
Tm not going to be pressured. 
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Principle 7; Expect Respect—Have Standards

Hetells meto stop hassling him about staying out late on weekends without me.I better
stap or I might lose him.

Heused to talk vulgar and cuss. | told him to stop talking that way... I felt
disrespected... that I would not put up with it, He took me seriously and now he
doesn't talk that way around me anymore.

Everyone cheats—you just have to acceptit.

When were in public or aroundhis friends, he treats me like I'm nothing. The only
timeheis really kind and considerate is when he wants sex. Um not going to be his or
anybody's booty call. I deserve better. I'm breaking up with him.

| My partner told me to shut up and then shoved me hard. I was mad, butlater in

know when to walk away.

private he said he was sorry. Hés had a rough backgroundthat causes him to act that
: way. I know hereally loves me.

T hit roygirl up pretty bad. I apologized later. 1 was sorry I did it But hey, she should
knownotto push me. She knowsI got a temper.

For me, I’ve got to have honesty. If | had a partner wholied about drugs or cheated on
me, then there's no trust. What's the point ofcontinuing a relationship? You've got to

' Mygirlloses her temper fast and has slapped me when she’s mad. I guess since she’s
' smaller than me and can't really hurt me; it’s no big deal.

My girlfriend loses her temper fast and has slapped me when she's mad. I stayed
because 1 didn't think lesbian relationships could be this way.
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Compatibility Checklist

Check the items below that you have (had) in commonwith a partner.

Age

Family background / upbringing

Interests, activities, and involvements  
Education and work goals

Use of drugs or alcohol

Preferences in music and entertainment

Religious or spiritual beliefs

Sociallife / friends

Philosophy on howtoraise children

Goals forlife in next five to ten years

Optimism and energylevel |

Self-discipline and self-control |

Dependability and responsibility

Political, moral, and ethical views

Sense of humor

Ability to communicate |

Ability to manage conflict |

Management of anger

Expression of emotions

Confidence

Role expectations for males and females

n
n
2
2
2
0
2
0
2
0

02
02
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Money/financesattitudes and responsibility

How might incompatibility in any one of these areas cause problemsin a relationship?
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